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Executive Summary 

 

In March, the 21 Research Center published its monthly analysis examining the 

relationship between the population’s economic expectations, certain important 

financial changes affecting the country's financial and social situation, and the 

support of the respective incumbent parties. 

 

The growth of the GKI consumer confidence index lasted throughout the entire 

second quarter, with the indicator approaching the fourth month in June, though 

the rate of improvement is lower than in the previous two months. However, the 

government’s popularity has risen by just one percentage point among party 

voters, approaching the data measured in early spring and has not changed in the 

overall population. Hence, in sum, stagnation has been observed in recent months. 

 

The correction thus continued: as experienced before the pandemic, the difference 

between the level of the consumer confidence index and government support was 

low, the two moving closely together. The gap widened unexpectedly during the 

pandemic, but after the third wave, the “old order” - i. e. the pre-pandemic 

correlation - is being restored. 

 

According to our analysis, there are two possible explanations as to why the 

government could not benefit more spectacularly from the intensifying optimism 

that followed the reopening. Even in the more severe period of the crisis, there was 

a form of patience among a wide range of voters: many did not attribute the 

perceived difficulties to the government. It is therefore not particularly surprising 

that the lifting of pandemic restrictions is not seen as a sign of government success 

either. According to the other feasible explanation, the growing optimism is more 

about the future as the expectation for the next 12 months is indeed a significant 

improvement, but the experience of the last 12 months - and especially the 

perception of inflation - has not changed positively at all. Based on the second 

hypothesis, voters will only be grateful for the government if they perceive 

improvement in the present, and not just in the future. 

 

 

https://21kutatokozpont.hu/wp-content/uploads/2021/03/bizalmi_21marc.pdf
https://www.gki.hu/language/hu/2021/06/20/az-uzleti-varakozasok-juniusban-mar-nem-javultak/
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Recent Trends 

 
As of our analysis in May, its title and the concluding remark referred to the question 
whether we can return to the pre-pandemic situation. Examining the data 
measured in June, the population’s assessment suggests that we are approaching 
the “usual”. The correlations we have previously established between the two main 
indicators are also slowly returning to the tendency of recent years, according to 
which the popularity of the incumbent party follows the movement of the consumer 
confidence index, lagging behind with a few months. 
 
The growth of the GKI consumer confidence index lasted throughout the entire 
second quarter, with the indicator approaching the fourth month in June, though 
the rate of improvement is lower than in the previous two months. Inspecting the 
more detailed data, expectations for the future generate more favourable 
tendencies. However, the population believes that their financial situation and 
savings opportunities have already been improving over the past two months. The 
assessment of the last 12 months - measured in June - was not converging 
significantly to what was experienced before the crisis caused by the pandemic. In 
addition, the perception of inflation in the past was outstanding, reaching its worst 
value during the examined period. (The consumer confidence index summarizes it 
all.) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

https://www.gki.hu/language/hu/2021/06/20/az-uzleti-varakozasok-juniusban-mar-nem-javultak/
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In June, the support of the governing party amongst all groups of voting age did not 
change compared to May, while there was a very slight improvement compared to 
the previous month amongst all party voters, approaching the values experienced 
in the first two months of spring. Since the beginning of the year, the popularity of 
Fidesz-KDNP has essentially stagnated amongst party voters, but recent data 
shows co-movement between the two main indicators. However, the degree of their 
fluctuation still differs. 

 

About Causes 

 

By the beginning of June, the third wave of the pandemic was over according to 
official data and government communications, and the restart procedure as well 
as the lifting of many restrictions resulted in a cautious optimism by the end of the 
half year. 

This caution is further supported by Ipsos' monthly data on the domestic 
population’s responses to Covid-19. When asked about the ending of restrictive 
measures in Hungary after the third wave and when everything could return to its 
previous order, expectations are divided, and Hungarians are becoming more and 
more sceptical as the months go by. About one-third of the population (37%) 
believes that domestic restrictions will be lifted by September at the latest, while 28% 
expects the easing of measures in September or even later. However, 16% of the 
population says the restrictions will never go away, and one in every five residents 
is uncertain about the issue. Examining the first half of 2021, the pessimistic mood of 
the population in the first quarter found in the results of the GKI consumer 
confidence index was further supported by Eurobarometer’s survey. During the 
spring surveys, most respondents (50%) indicated uncertainty (amongst others) to 
describe their current emotional state, and most (38%) believed that the 
coronavirus pandemic had an impact on their financial situation. In Hungary, the 
ratio was reversed compared to the EU average (41%): 60% of the respondents said 
that the economic damage outweighed the health benefits of the restrictive 
measures. 

At the same time, according to the Eurobarometer survey, hope (39%) came second 
in the ranking of feelings, and although half of the respondents believed that things 
are going in the wrong direction in Hungary, this rate is not outstanding. Additionally, 
the percentage of respondents (39%) who believe that Hungary is going in the right 

https://koronavirus.gov.hu/cikkek/5-millio-120-ezer-beoltott-465-az-uj-fertozott-elhunyt-27-beteg
https://www.ipsos.com/hu-hu/covid-19-visszatekintes-media-felulirta-tenyadatokat?__cf_chl_managed_tk__=a01d423befbeb5526992127703fec3b8f7664d18-1625831449-0-AdiCP4eko3u_Y3IAHxs9rTc7wwLDJeQ3G2hcUzMrX1qX-UOU3k1VwnlRFURTrYER0oZuClcbBb1uUeKXGMOTjovSJx9SCh_30y_gl0wlDEkwSoPqpQeTQfcuCviaZm5i9OJlYRvKyt3JWtvBIH5bMWmfou_eWZud95ul00ttTTg-kmz0NGepMw3vyhLjzgNHM-fRQN9Zz7QoR2p7NK5UMfAyuyDjBoTa1u3fOoU_ClATKmEQgYMHa9rR3C6YptP79R2XQ7WHdvR9uruxy-qUFIkwLx6_0ZIKhiTVqkgVosABdl8IaNzTkew0fK7TlVU7AySf1IF23g78xt9ce4gc7WDBaf-TkGVllK4k4MfMt5VR-dr5YRccDwyZcrk5ymGQLkNLYaOQDOCzYUpQVThC20jAtyq7zytkXzjBd7PGcD_7wnc-BsA7mXLtS088d1lteAfdpxenxSffh724vl9Kf_pXs6juwXQoeFWBIu6AEDu5L54iIm6IG84jRb87yWFs2W8f9tzAH7r00ZXDfSAj8Oz0ev9bBeLuUpYeaMz3j_MhsfuenZAaApvYRpc2olpdsAlnNAPXiEYHwNMOE4V6XrHLFE6CkCs3qnTKpJHqp5_T5_kBQzIH9tG9Ge_qQY9VaMog94DUU8upRRSqKMrXrIsKTDT6P5gCOL4PZAGg18FVlPSrx8vpYT4NJdvwlrk8S-ZINA7c472lHLCb8Dbf6vMTtY_Jgu32RuhHHP_BX9_OYsA_eIZgswU6_ZqKTM8DHg
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/at-your-service/en/be-heard/eurobarometer/spring-2021-survey
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direction is higher than the EU average (32%). This resonates with the more positive 
situation assessment measured in the second quarter as well as the improvement 
in the consumer confidence index (especially the indicators for the future) and the 
level of support for the ruling party. For the fourth month in a row, the government 
party's popularity for all surveyed citizens of voting age has exceeded those 
experienced in early 2020. 

 
 
At the end of the first half of the year, inflation perceptions of the past are 
outstanding, and although inflation expectations have improved compared to May, 
they remain high. The spill-over effect of price increases may explain why the shift 
in the support of Fidesz-KDNP is still much smaller than one might expect based on 
the improved economic situation assessment. Inflation developments may have 
also directly resulted in the consumer confidence index’s lower improvement rate 
this month than in the previous two months. Overall, the trend experienced in the 
second quarter continues - i. e. the return to pre-crisis situation - as the examined 
indicators approach the values measured before April 2020. 
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https://www.portfolio.hu/gazdasag/20210609/itt-a-friss-adat-maradt-tobb-mint-nyolceves-csucson-az-aremelkedes-magyarorszagon-487116

